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Since Historical Archaeology was introduced into the Faculty of Arts at Sydney University in 1974,
it has gellerated considerable primary research in this field, which now forms a significant resource.
Degrees available changed over the years, with the Master of Arts and Diploma in Arts dominant in
the earlier years, and Honours in Historical Archaeology available from 1989. The first PhD student
graduated in 1984. Theses and dissertations for Honours and Postgraduate degrees are available
for consultation under thesis conditions in either the Fisher Library (Rare Books) or the department
of Prehistory and fiistorical Archaeology, with the exception of some MA Pass theses. The
summaries given here are based on information supplied by authors: they are arranged in reverse
date order within each degree category.

PhD
HOLMES, Kate, 1990

Arltunga, a Remote Mining Settlement: an Archaeological
Investigation of an Historic Site, 1 volume, 243 pages, 65
illustrations.
Arltunga goldfield, 120 kilometres east of Alice Springs
in the Northern Territory, operated from 1887 to World
War I. There is little information on the numerous stone
remains in the historic landscape. Holmes' earlier research
aims concentrated on archaeological excavation as a
means of investigation, particularly in the White Range,
an area five km. beyond the Arltunga core sites. In the
course of further work, research aims were defined more
closeIy, to include the effects of isolation and the arid
environment on the Arltunga settlers within the overall
context of remote mining settlements of the late 19th
century. Three excavations in the White Range area are
described (two described more fully in the 1980 MA) and
important surface artefact collections within three other
precincts, or groups of buildings, as well as a discussion
of the overall settlement pattern. Reference is made to
Hardesty's work in Nevada, and South's Frontier pattern.
The importance of sauce/pickle bottles emerged in
establishing the domestic use of buildings, and there is
extensive basic artefact research data in this study.
Publications
'Arltunga: a Minor Goldfield in Arid Central Australia', Australian
Journal of Historical Archaeology 7, 1989, 43-49.

BAIRSTOW, Damaris, 1985

The Australian Agricultural Company at Port Stephens:
an Archaeological Contribution to History, 3 volumes,
815 pages, 42 maps, 75 drawings, 127 photographs.
The 1825 Australian Agricultural Company with a
nominal capital of one million pounds was entitled to a
grant of 1 000 000 acres, beyond the established settled
areas of NSW, in fact in Port Stephens - as a result of
which its archaeological deposits survive. The A.A.
Company's settlers comprised English officers, free men
and convicts. The thesis combines an extensive

chronological history of the A. A. Company 1825-1850
with archaeological evidence. Research data includes an
archaeological survey of the Carrington area.
Publications
'The Swiss Fami!y Robinson Model: a comment and appraisal',
Australian Journal oJHistorica1 Archaeology 2 , 1984, 3-6.
'The Australian Agricultural Company's wharf at Booral', ASHA
Research Bulletin 3, 1987.
'From Carrington to Goonoo Goonoo: the historical archaeology of
the Australian Agricultural Company' in J. Birmingham, D.
Bairstow & A. Wilson (eds) Archaeology and Colonisation:
Australia in the World Context, Sydney, 1988.

DAVIS, Charles W., 1984

The Pyrmont Sugar Refinery with Particular Reference to
C h a r , 2 volumes, 389 pages, 163 drawings, 258
photographs.
This thesis investigates the development of the Pyrmont
Refinery complex of CSR Limited on Johnstone Bay,
Sydney, which began production in 1878. It combines
considerable technical knowledge with a study of the
physical structures. There is some emphasis in the thesis
on an organisation intent upon retaining pure sugar
content in raw materials received from distant sources.
The interplay of written and physical evidence is seen to
provide a richer understanding than that obtainable from
written evidence alone. This site followed on from the
Brisbane House Refinery, on which the Company was
founded. A key feature of the Pyrmont Refinery is the
surviving and functioning bone char. The 400-plus
illustrations offer plans of the development of this site.

'The use of the impurity balance to study historical change in sugar
refining', Inrernationai Sugar Journal 88 (No. 1046) 1987,

30-34.
Anon., 'The Pyrmont Refinery of CSR Limited', Sugary Azucar 82
(NO. 5), 1987, 22-32.

MA Hosroanrs
TEMPLE, Helean, 1988

Hrsloriral Arehaecrlogy and its Role rn the Communily, 1
volume, 223 pages, 39 photographs.
This thesis looks at English and American examples of
conservation planning and heritage management to
illustrate how involving the public in archaeology is
essential to achieving the public support it has to have. The
thesis outlines the relevant cultural resources legislation
in NSW, USA and England. outstanding examples of
public ~nvolvementin the USA, and the growth of
Historical Archaeology in NSW. It also analyses the slow
a n d r e l a t i v e l y r e c e n t d e v e l o p m e n t of h e r i t a g e
consciousness in the state as well as public participation
in the practice of archaeology.
YOUNG, Linda, 1984

'Let them see how like Englaizd we can be': an Account of
the Sydney International Exhibition 1879, 1 volume, 261
pages, 122 illustrations and an audio-cassette.
A material history of Australia's first international
exposition covering NSW at the Great Exhibition. Also
other exhibitions up to 1879, including the Garden Palace
(and its destruction). There is coverage of domestic and
foreign exhibits, popular responses to the Exhibition, a
catalogue of relics, and a cassette tape of the "Exhibition
Cantata" performed by the Sydney University Musical
Society.

M A Pass with Merit
ALTENBURG, Kirsty, 1988

Strathallan, near Braidwood, New South Wales: an
Bistorlcal Archaeologica! Investigation, 2 vo!umes, 208
pages, 8 drawings, 100 photographs.
This site-specific study concerns the rural property
'Strathallan', NSW, where one building was traditionally
designated as a convict barracks. A research design was
developed to investigate the veracity of this tradition, by
demonstrating the characteristics of accommodation built
t o house convicts, and showing how these related to
settlement patterns. The process of housing convicts was
investigated within the framework of a class-structured
society, in which such symbols were used to communicate
t h e convicts' lack of status and power.
CAPON, Joanna, 1988

"God is in the Details': the Development of Non-Mefallic
Cornice and Ceiling Enrichments in New South Wales
from 1788 to 1900, 3 volumes, 274 pages, 13 drawings,
3 0 6 photographs.
The thesis examines the development of internal applied
decorations made from plaster and composition, in the form
o f ceiling roses and cornice enrichments, in New South
Wales between 1788 and 1900. The first section gives a brief
history of the development of applied plaster decorations
fiom the Middle East to Europe, and in particular in England,
between 3500 BC-1900 AD. Subsequent sections examine
t h e different materials used for decorations or moulds,
1788-1900, (these comprise lime plaster from 1788, the
hroduction of plaster of Paris, from 1833, papier mache and
carton pierre decorations from 1837) and briefly discuss
Australian Composition, the influence of gelatine moulds
introduced in 1858, and fibrous plaster from 1885 to 1900.
There is a case-study of a house, 'Callooa', 5 Bennett
Avenue, Darling Point, c1853.
GIBSON, John, 1988

Joseph Laycock and Sons, Blacksmiths, Engineers and

Manr&cturers, 6889-1983, 3 volumes, 476 pages, 4
tables, 21 drawings, 116 photographs.
This 1s a site specific study of a country town
blacksmith's shop, Joseph Laycock and Sons in Balhurst,
N S W . The owners {regressively diversified into
engineering imachinlng), founding, welding and the
manufacture of bagged-goods elevators and conveyors for
the agricultural industry. The advent of bulk grain
handling metf~odsled to a downturn in demand for bag
elevators and they turned to manufacturing potato graders,
but this was a shon-lived expansion. Production ceased in
1969 and the firm turned to general machining and light
engineering u n t ~itl closed in 1983. The workshop was one
of a number of buildings on the site in Seymour Street,
from an 1875 brick cottage, extended by 1889 and
demolished in 1945. The original blacksmith's shop was
built prior to Thomas Laycock's purchase of the business
from Henry Anderson in 1889, a timber post and beam
structure, clad with hardwood slabs and rgofed in
galvanised iron. Its development is followed with
successive plans. This study covers the history of the
Laycock family, the archaeology of the structure, the
growth and work carried on by the firm and the
nlanufacture of the Laycock elevator.
Publications
Gibson J.W., J. Laycock & SOIZS, Engitzeers and Manufacrurers,
1889-1985. Interim report t o the U n i v e r s i t y of S y d n e y
Department of History and Bathurst Historical Society, 91 pp.,
1988.

LAVELLE, Siobhan, 1988

Archaeology, Necrogeography and Necrotecture in the
Sydney Region: Evolving Cultural Patterns in the
Disposal of the Deczd.
rn* .
1 nls study demonstrares that the physical evidence from
disposal sites provides a source of information on
changing community attitudes and perceptions over the
recent historical period, by a combination of literature
review and a case-study presentation on the burial sites in
the Sydney region. An archaeological perspective is used
to consider historic and contemporary burial grounds and
other forms of disposal site as evolving and dynamic
culture landscapes within a broader social context. The
primary physical evidence within these sites is relevant to
the interpretation of attitudes to death and associated
values across society and the changing design of funerary
landscapes and styles of memorial art are vital cultural
markers of an attitudinal transformation undergone by
European Australians since first settlement. It is argued
that the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have witnessed
a profound alteration in the design, appearance, materials,
function and associations of those areas set aside for the
dead as well as an alteration in funerary ritual.
HUTTON, Meredith, 1986

Reading the Rural Landscape in Central Illawarra, 2
volumes, 217 pages and 6 appendices, 210 photographs,
12 maps, 10 diagrams.
This thesis investigates the degree to which the extant
built environment reflects the historical process in the
study region, The study area, adjacent to Lake Illawarra,
NSW, has the longest association with agriculture in the
region. Research, including written sources of history,
geography and rural practices, was followed by a general
survey and then a detailed field study of twenty farms.
Those studied in detail have pre-1900 structures, exhibit
the contemporary range of rural activities, and were made
accessible by the owner. The study region is undergoing a
change from being one that specialised in dairying to one

that is de-specialised. All of the early structures have been
dtered and thereby reflect the change in how the people
have decided lo ulilise the region's extensive and varied
resources. This study incorporates previously unrecorded
oral information and places considerable emphasis on the
physical documentation, as well as the photographic
recording, of the surviving 19th-century dairy structures.
BROOMHAM, Rosemary, 1985

North Shore by Gaslight, 2 volumes, 314 pages, 126
plates, 45 plans, 40 drawings.
A history of the North Shore Gas Company in the
gaslight era, from its formation in 1876 to 1918, with a
detailed analysis of its two works sites at Neutral Bay and
Oyster Cove as they were in 1983.
KARSKENS, Grace, 1985

The Fines? Improvement iiz the Colony: an Historical and
Archaeological Study of the Great North Road, NSW,
1826-1836.2 volumes, 893 pages, 20 maps, 154 drawings,
335 photographs, 26 plates.
This thesis deals with the planning, construction and
abandonment of the convict-built Great North Road in two
ways: first, it examines the road in its historical context in
order to find out what it tells us about the colony of New
South Wales in the 1820s and 1830s; second, it looks at the
road as a museum which records the importation and
adaptation of the newly-developed technology of road
building. The thesis is based on both primary written sources
and on the extensive archaeological remains.
Subsequent sections explore the historical context for the
road's construction - including the contemporary mood of
optimism and confidence, the peculiar nature of the
settlement of the Hunter Valley, and the ambitions of
Governor Ralph Darling. The results were higMy successful,
as is still evident today, and never failed to impress early
travellers and reassure them that they were, after all, in a
civilised country. Yet the road never actually fulfilled its
builders' plans. A steamboat service established between
Sydney and the Hunter Valley robbed it of its role as a vital
link, and other more hospitable and more direct routes were
discovered and used. A large proportion of these survive to
the present day. A section on the labour force examines the
working conditions of the convicts and explores social and
ideological anomalies arising from the work.
Publications
Defiance, Deference and Diligence: Three Views of Convicts in
N S W Road Gangs', The Australian Journal of Historical
Archaeoiogy 4, 1986, 17-28.
'The Construction of the Great North Road NSW 1826-1936', in
Transactions of the Institution of Engineers - Multidisciplinary,
vol. G.E.9, No. 2 October 1985, 102-1 11.
'As good as any in England': The Background to the Construction of
the Great North Road, NSW', in Journal ofthe Royai Austraiian
Historical Society, 6 8 , pt. 3, December 1982, 192-204.

BAIRSTOW, Damaris, 1980

Tides of Hope. Industrial Archaeological Sites in the
Lower Hunter Valley to 1858: a Regional Survey, 2
volumes, 300 pages, 55 drawings, 85 photographs.
This thesis comprises primarily site survey and the
recording of visible remains, plus a brief history of the
area, of the development of its towns and transport systems
until the opening of the railway to West Maitland in 1858.
The Lower Hunter was defined as the area bounded by the
heads of navigation of the Hunter River and its tributaries
the Paterson and Williams Rivers: the City of Newcastle
was, historically, excluded. The rest is a gazetteer of

industrial sites and service industries in the colonial
context.
WOLMES, Kate, 1988

The White Range Settlemerzt Area, Arltunga G o l o e l d ,
Northern Territory a Look a6 the Life Sole of an Isolated
Mining Area Using Written and Archaeological Records,
1 volume, 209 pages (including excavation report), 86
photographs, 18 site plans.

MA Pass
RING, Steven R., 1989

Geology the Stimulus - Gold the Result, 2 volumes, 194
pages, 71 figures, 5 tables.
The formation and development of Australia's first
goldmining industry, during the period 185 1- 1861,
occurred as a reaction to several stimuli present within the
community. This thesis assessed the role of geological
information as a stimulus, with primary reference to the
alluvial goldmining industry within the Ophir-Hill
End-Sofala districts, following the discovery of payable
gold by Hargraves at Ophir in April 185 1.
SMITH, Jean C. E., 1989

Glass from 30 Harrington Street, Sydney and a Brief
Overview of Glass Studies in Sydney.
This thesis comprised a system for analysing glass
artefacts using the glass artefacts from a salvaged well at
30 Harrington Street, The Rocks, Sydney. A brief history
of the property's owners and occupants, the type of
building construction, including additions and alterations,
and ground floor plans were included. The depths (levels)
from which the artefacts were retrieved and conditions of
salvage were recorded. Terminology. illustrations and
a b b r e v i a t i o ~ sare Oefined and used to demonstrate
examples of complete inventory and catalogue forms. A
glossary of glass terminology i s included, based
essentially on the Parks Canada systems.
YOUNG, Gregory, 1989

Critical Issues in Heritage and Conservation.
OLIVER, Robyn, 1988

The Flour Mills of Taranaki, New Zealand, 1844-1935: a
Small Industry Forgotten.
This study of 17 flour mills built on the coast of Taranaki
between 1844 and 1883 involved detailed documentation of
the technology, history and context of each one. All seven
Maori flour-mills ceased operation after the Maori Wars:
some of the ten European flour-mills survived much longer.
STENNING, Eve, 1986

Textile Manufacturing in New South Wales, 1788-1851'2
volumes, 214 pages, 134 photographs.
NAYWARD, Alexander, 1985

Steam Power in Agriculture in New South Wales, 1 volume, 403
pages (including inventory), 183 illustrations.
This dissertation comprised a discussion of the various
forms of steam agricultural machinery in NSW, together
with an annotated catalogue of known examples in the
state.
IMASHEV, George, 1984

Rescuing People from Shipwreck: the Newcastle
Experience. A Study of the Shore-Based Lifeboat Service
with Particular Reference to the Newcastle Lifeboat
Station of 1838 to 1915,l volume, 321 pages, 56 drawings,
52 photographs.

T h ~ sLlresrs e x m ~ ~ nthe
e s a9.chaeoiogrcal remains of and
hislor~calev~dencefor the shore-bassd I~feboatrescue
service of Newcastle, MSW, rdenorfies the important role
.the service played in b e marllrrne history of the port and
t h e region, and demonstrates the importance of the
a r c h a e o l o g i c a l evidence, A study of the origzns,
establishment, development and decline of the llfeboat
servlce offers clues to the social make-up of Newcastle
o v e r a l l and also demonstrates the rrnportance of the
shore-based lifeboat rescue service to h e developnlent of
Australia's maritime act~vitiesand to the past of the Port
o f Newcastle.
LORIMER, Michael, 1984

T h e Technology and Pracfices of the New Soufh Wales
Fishing Industry, 1850-1930, 1 volume. 140 pages, 6
maps, 5 4 illustrations.
This thesis traced the growth of the commercial flshing
industry in New South Wales from 1850 to 1930 with
particular reference to the catching technologies and the
development of marketing systems. It put together the
dispersed sources on the industry, and identified specific
aspects for which archaeological investigation appeared to
hold promise.
SIMPSON, Phillip J., 1982

A Guzde to the Indusrrial Archaeology of Abandoned Goal
a n d Oil Shale Mining Sites in New South Wales, 1 volume,
2 5 6 pages, 3 maps, 4 drawings, 60 photographs.
This practical outline of early coal and oil shale mining
a n d treatment in New South Wales also relates these to
contemporary historical and social context. Its aim was to
provide a guide for other fieldworkers to identify and
interpret the physical remains of abandoned collieries, oil
shale mines and shale oil Weatment works. Most of the
major oil shale mines and treatment plants are described:
o n e particular area of coal mining, the South Maitland
Coalfield, was selected for special attention. The thesis
provides a functional guide to the industrial archaeology
o f abandoned collieries and oil shale mines and treatment
plants, and gives the dimensions of many abandoned mine
refinery buildings and plant measured in the field.

Diploma of Arts
B A R R , Margaret, 1979

A Study of the Agricultural Machines and Implements
which were in use in New South Wales between 1880 and
1 9 3 0 , 1 volume, 117 pages, 77 drawings, 68 photographs.
This dissertation describes and illustrates the variety of
agricultural implements and machinery available to New
South Wales farmers and graziers between 1880-1930, the
most progressive period in agricultural history for changes
in motive power and design. It brings to light many obscure
machines and implements, identifying their function and
history. It is presented as an illustrated catalogue which
will be useful for those identifying machinery in the field,
a n d for correctly labelling museum exhibits. Description of
i m p l e m e n t types includes discussion of national
differences in design between England, North America and
Australia. Implements and machinery described include
t h a t for crop-growing (ploughing, seeding, cultivating and
harvesting), barn machinery used to prepare feed for
livestock, (chaffcutters, corn crushers and grist mills),
miscellaneous implements (jacks for land-clearing, scoops,
windmills, pumps, fire fighters and manure spreaders) as
well as coverage of changes in power sources on the farm
( h o r s e works and steam engines to oil engines).
Agricultural machinery manufacturers in Sydney over the
period are also listed.

Publications
Old Farni Machinesy in Australia' in
Gonjerenee on Agriculfuruf Engirterring 1988, Wawkesbury
Agricultural College, NSW, 25-29 September.

Sirnpson, M.J., "esearching

Sirnpson, Margaret & Phillip, Old Farm Machinery in Australia: A
Fieldguide and Sourcebook, Kangaroo Press, Kenthurst, NSW,
1988.

BA Honours
ATKINS, Megan, 1990

Not to be Excelled for Elegance or Utility: A Study of the
Availability of Ceramics in Sydney 1803-1868.
A large sample of newspaper advertisements for
household ceramics during the period indicated were
analysed, and a model of availability for some twenty four
categories constructed. The model was then tested against
a deposit of ceramics found in the privy at the NSW
mansion Regentville, and found to correspond closely to
the two major periods of household activity.
GALLAGWAN, Colleen, 1990

The Botany Rockdale Sewage Farm: A Case Study in
Urban Archaeology.
This thesis was the basis for the article included in this
journal, and contains additional supporting documentation
and illustrations.
ENGLISH, Anthony, 1990

This Muttonous Diet: Aspects of Faunal Analysis and Site
Comparison in Australian Nisforical Archaeology.
In this thesis, on which the current article in this journal
is based, faunal material from the site of 'Regen?vil!e7,
NSW, and the City Link Development, Footscray, Vic. is
analysed as well as that from the William Salfhouse. The
conclusion reached is that, as demonstrated within the
thesis, proper recording of butchering marks allows the
identification of site formation processes, meat cuts and
units of consumption, and primary, secondary and tertiary
butchering techniques.
GRAVES, Rachelle, 1990

A View of Bella Vista: a Study of Twentieth-Century
Rubbish Disposal.
This study of two cistern deposits from a rural property
near Seven Hills, NSW, occupied from the early 19th
century to the present, proposes a series of models for such
investigations, including a profile of the likely owner and
a model for the disposal of the rubbish. The cistern
contents analysed are primarily ceramic.
IIOURANI, Pamela, 1990

Women, Status and Domestic Space: Sydney from 1860 to
1915.
This study analyses 88 original house plans from the
study period in and around Sydney and concludes that
aspects of the changing status of women and the family are
reflected spatially in the home. The thesis is the basis for
an article in this journal.
BOWER, Rebecca, 1989

Hell for Leather, or All's Well that Ends Well.
This dissertation develops a system for studying leather
in historical archaeological contexts based on the leather
finds from the rescue excavation of a well at 32 Harrington
Street, in The Rocks area of Sydney.

